Ultra-Smoke Stop
Assembly Instructions

General Assembly:

1. Remove the base bottom, base top, and the top extension from the box. The base bottom and base top may appear slightly out of round. Before assembling, round the unit up by hand by squeezing on the edges.
2. Place the metal pail in the bottom section of the base.
3. Snap the top of the base onto the bottom of the base so the hand holds line up.
4. Fully insert the top extension onto the short post located on top of the base. If the fit is too tight, set top extension in sunlight for five minutes to allow it to expand, then insert it.

Initial Set-Up:

1. Place the unit in a location where smoking usually occurs.
2. For theft prevention, secure the Ultra-Smoke Stop by threading a wire or chain through one or both of the holes located on opposite sides of the bottom of the base, and around a fixed object and secure it. An optional Anti-Theft Kit (p/n 1534) is also available (see page 3).
3. It is recommended that additional weight be added to the unit prior to use to avoid problems in windy conditions. Simply fill about 1/3 of the pail with sand or place a brick in the pail.
4. NEVER use the Ultra-Smoke Stop without the steel safety pail in its proper place or if the pail is filled to within 1” of its top with cigarette butts.

For Nantucket Model Only: This product will include a decorative plastic sheet that will form a cone to produce the lighthouse portion of the Smoke Stop. To form the “lighthouse cone”, remove the backing from the double-sided tape on the decorative sheet and WRAP THE SHEET AROUND THE NECK OF THE TOP EXTENSION. Be sure to line up the artwork along the edges of the plastic sheet to form a perfect lighthouse. Do not attempt to form the lighthouse cone without the top extension in place. Follow the general assembly instructions but make sure that the lighthouse cone is in place when assembling the top extension to the short post on top of the base.

Emptying and Cleaning:

1. Remove the base top (with the top extension in place) by placing one hand below the hand grip area to hold the base down, and using the other hand in the hand grip area, pull upward to remove the base top from the bottom.
2. Remove the steel pail and empty the spent cigarette butts into a proper disposal receptacle. Use caution to make sure there are no butts still smoldering before emptying.
3. Replace the steel pail and snap the top back onto the base bottom.

CAUTION:

• The Ultra-Smoke Stop must be securely closed at all times for safety reasons.
Ultra-Smoke Stop
Anti-Theft Kit (p/n 1534) Installation Instructions

1. Open Smoke Stop.
2. Remove steel bucket from Smoke Stop base (NOTE: Do not drill holes through steel bucket. The bucket should remain loose for easy removal when cleaning the Smoke Stop.)
3. Place base down on chosen location.
4. Drill one hole through base and slightly into concrete below to mark location for the concrete screw. Hole should be approx. 2-3 inches from inside edge of Smoke Stop base.
5. Remove Smoke Stop base to expose marked hole.
6. Continue drilling hole to the FULL DEPTH of the drill bit.
7. Blow or spray concrete dust/debris away from hole. This works best while drill bit is still in the hole.
8. Replace Smoke Stop base and line up the hole in the base with the hole in the concrete.
9. Put one concrete screw through a washer and into hole and secure using a drill or large screwdriver.
10. Drill second hole directly across from the first hole. Follow the drilling instructions in Step 4 above.
11. Rotate Smoke Stop base away from second hole to repeat Steps 6-9.
12. Reassemble Smoke Stop.